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Abstract. This paper discusses web-system design and development techniques. For examples would be taken existing methods, approaches and products for the development and design of web systems, such as: monolithic and multi-layer architecture, microservice architecture, serverless architecture, BaaS (Backend as a service) approach. Based on the analysis of these approaches, a new approach will be developed, called DADO (direct approach to data obtaining), on the basis of which the backendless architecture will be created, which is designed to save architects and developers of web systems from many problems and additional costs that lead to other approaches.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, the problem of proper and effective design is becoming more important than the problem of effective development or support of any web system [1]. This is largely due to the global spread of web applications or applications that somehow work in conjunction in web applications. The load on web systems is growing every day, in an ever-changing world, sudden changes in customer specifications are becoming the norm [2].

With the global spread of the Internet and access to any information virtually in the world, specialties that can be studied without graduating specialized educational institutions have begun to flourish. One such specialty is software development. This entails the saturation of the market with many diverse specialists. Thus, finding high-quality personnel for developer positions is not a big problem. Using various patterns, libraries and frameworks also helps development. However, the initial design of any system is not an easy task, the understanding of which comes with experience and can’t be taught through university classes or video tutorials. That is why the design
task is the most important for any system, in large part because changing the system settings during its development can be costly or not possible at all [3-5].

In this work, the popular approaches used in web design and development will be reviewed, their main advantages and disadvantages will be singled out, as well as cases of use will be described. Based on them, with the study of the development of ideas for designing systems, an own approach will be developed, devoid of most of the shortcomings listed in the paper.

2 Related Works and Problem Statement

Within the terms of the work, the following types of systems engineering approaches will be reviewed: monolithic architecture, multi-layer architecture, microservice architecture, serverless architecture and Backend as a Service approach [6].

*Monolithic architecture* is an approach built on the client-server architectural model (Fig. 1) [7] and based on the idea of the indivisibility of server software. The so-called "monolith" is a single software unit that ensures the operation of the entire system without containing any subsystems or separate components.

**Fig. 1.** Typical client-server architectural model [3, 8]

Within the boundaries of this architectural approach, all requests that go to the server (whether requests to a page or asynchronous) will inapplicably fall into one block and will be processed in one data stream. Typically, such an architecture is characterized by the presence of a single database (with the ability to use backup) and monolith not breaking into logical parts or subsystems for separation of duties.

The advantages of this approach are as follows [3]:

1. Due to the absence of need of dividing a single block into smaller parts, the time required to develop the system is reduced;
2. A system designed using a monolithic architecture does not require additional measures for servicing, that is, it does not require many servers or additional software. Such a system can be hosted in a single docker container on one computer and use one single build machine and not require a lot of resources.

However, there are obvious disadvantages in this approach [8, 9]:

1. Due to the lack of dividing the server into subsystems, system support can become very complicated over time. Since such software is usually distributed as a single assembly, the code base tends to become much cluttered, becoming less and less supportable and testable. Also, frequent changes in technical requirements can lead to the fact that the system is redone by force for the necessary needs;
2. In this regard, the scalability of the system becomes extremely low, and often such a system ceases to withstand the increasing load;
3. Since the entire system consists of one large module, a failure in the operation of this module can lead either to a slowdown or to the complete inoperability of the entire system, thereby the fault tolerance of the monolith is extremely low.

Based on the points listed above, we can conclude that this architectural model is suitable for projects in which the development speed prevails over scalability and scalability, or which does not have big plans for expansion, but should be developed in an extremely short time.

Next, a layered architecture will be reviewed. It is a development of the idea of monolithic architecture, except that there are so-called layers - subsystems that exist on the principle of separation of responsibilities and usually fulfill three main roles [3, 10]:

- data layer is a layer whose purpose, based on the name, is data manipulation, usually directly through a database or cloud storage. Such layers are characterized by a clear division of objects and classes by roles (client classes, manager classes), as well as the frequent use of various design patterns (repository, unit of work, date transfer object);
- business layer (or business logic layer) is the main layer of the system that implements the technical requirements of the customer. It is this layer that is responsible for how to manage the data that came from the data layer, how to process and combine them, what to convert to, and in what form to give to the client;
- presentation layer is a layer responsible for transferring data to the client. Usually it is a layer that carries out the final manipulations with the data that came from the business layer, makes decisions about how and in what form to combine them, what users with what rights they can be shown to, under what conditions to show certain data and so on. Examples of a presentation layer are controllers from ASP.NET Mvc.

However, the number of layers does not limit with these three layers. The designer’s task is to determine the most optimal number of layers and the tasks that these layers will perform. For example, you can have several business layers that will be divided according to the principle of separation of responsibilities or will be designed for
different clients (desktop application, web or mobile). Sometimes instead of layers there may be separate services located on different machines. Then this is called service-oriented architecture [2, 3].

In comparison with monolithic architecture, multilayer has undeniable advantage [10, 11]:

1. The code base ceases to be closely connected with one assembly, acquiring flexibility: now instead of one large module there are at least three smaller ones, the number of coupling inside which is less than in one large one. This means that making changes to such submodules becomes much easier: now changes in one place of the system will affect much less than other places in this system. In this connection, the support of a multilayer system is much simpler than monolithic.

However, there are disadvantages [3, 11]:

1. The fragmentation of one large module by the principle of separation of responsibilities can lead to duplication of code, since the transfer of data between layers may require the same objects, or, when using the so-called data transfer object, the code base can significantly increase;
2. However, there is a more serious problem: due to the fact that the boundaries, for example, between data manipulation logic and business logic, or business logic and presentation logic, is often blurred, serious problems can arise in the logical construction of the system, as a result of which the presentation layer may execute a lot of business logic, or the data layer will begin to process data where it is not needed. This, in turn, can lead to support problems, changes in system structure and scalability.

As a conclusion, it can be said that a multilayer architecture is suitable in many cases when a project can have a big load, and when there are plans for its long-term support.

Next comes the microservice architecture [7, 9, 12, 13]. It is the next round in the evolution of multi-layering, combining service-oriented and partitioning the system into subsystems. Microservices are atomic assembly services, united by the principle of business requirements or the logic of the tasks performed, which communicate with each other remotely and can work autonomously from the rest. Each such microservice has its own database, which stores data coming to other services using asynchronous communication channels, such as RabbitMQ, EventGrid or Kafka.

The following briefly describes how the microservice system works. The client (browser, mobile or desktop application) makes a request for any of the microservices. If the client only requests data without changes being made, the service only gives the necessary data (usually in JSON format). However, if a client sends a request to add, delete or modify data, the following happens: the data changes in the database of the service for which the request occurred, then an event is sent through asynchronous communication channels that are tracked by several (or not a single) microservices that perform certain manipulations with data in its database. For example, the Users service received a request to delete a user with id "$12345", the service
sent an event that the Gifts service received. Now the Gifts service knows that the user has been deleted, and the next gift request for this user will return a 404 response. This principle of operation provides two of the most important features of microservices: fault tolerance and data integrity.

The advantages of microservices are as follows [9]:

1. Since microservices are quite atomic and independent, the number of connections between them is minimal, which greatly simplifies making changes to the system;
2. Since services are usually independent of each other, failure of one (or even several) of them may not affect the operation of the system as a whole;
3. Microservices scale well due to easy integration with various load balancers or proxies.

However, this approach has its drawbacks [12]:

1. The workflow described above is a recommendation from Microsoft [7]. Its implementation will require much more resources than for the development of a monolithic or multi-layer application [9];
2. Consequently, the cost of servicing microservices is increasing. Now, in addition to the need to service one large server, there is a need to service several small ones, as well as host a separate database for each of them;
3. Since microservices are loosely coupled to each other, testing them together can cause significant difficulties, especially if they use asynchronous messaging, which often may not be tested at local developer machine at all.

In the end, microservices are well suited for complex projects that are designed for a large audience, or that work in conjunction with many types of clients (mobile, browsers, computer games). Also, due to its high fault tolerance, they can be used for surveillance systems, medical software, or for highly loaded sites.

The result of the development of microservices is a serverless architecture [5, 14-16]. Its essence is that instead of services, even more atomic entities appear, the so-called lambda functions that communicate with each other usually through simple HTTP requests and do not require a separate database or separate machines for hosting them.

The benefits of this approach are as follows [14, 15]:

1. Simplicity in development since there is no need to develop and support large systems, development and support, therefore, are greatly simplified and accelerated;
2. Easy maintenance and deployment - lambda functions do not need dedicated servers to work, as serverless service providers do this.

But serverless has also disadvantages [5, 16]:

1. Since serverless computing services are provided by third parties, the project cost will increase due to the costs of these services;
2. The performance of lambda functions is lower than in the approaches considered above. This is because functions do not exist as a software entity until a request is
made to it. With each request, a function is created and destroyed at its end. This slows down the operation of a full-weighted system.

In conclusion, it worth stating that serverless architecture can hardly make up the backbone of an entire system, but it is well suited as an architecture for a subsystem. For example, lambda functions in production go well with microservices.

The last in this paper will be the BaaS technology (architecture) [17-20]. Its essence is that the company provides a ready-made server solution for use. This very solution may have the necessary minimum functionality that developers need: user management, push notifications, multimedia streaming, and so on.

A clear advantage of using this technology is that there is no need to write your own server part, since in fact the finished system will be at the disposal of developers.

However, this approach has obvious disadvantages [3, 17]:

1. Usually the services for using this server are paid, which again increases the cost of the project;
2. The impossibility of making changes to the server code and database is one of the most serious problems of BaaS, since any deviation of requirements from the services of the company providing the service can seriously harm the whole project. Some companies allow developers to implement their own code, but this contradicts the "backend as a service" approach; in addition, it is simply impossible to test such a code [18];
3. In addition, the inability to manually deploy the server and change its configuration depending on the load. If there is a need for scaling, this service will have additional costs.

This approach is suitable for small projects that will have limited functionality and will not have plans for expansion. Usually as an addition to some other product, which takes all the attention of the customer [2].

At the end of the section, intermediate results on the considered approaches can be conducted and the main task can be formulated. So, the solutions were considered: monolithic architecture, multi-layer architecture, microservice architecture, serverless architecture and BaaS. These approaches have typical advantage-disadvantage pairs. So, monolithic architecture is easy to develop and relatively cheap to maintain, but difficult to scale and maintain. Microservices and serverless, by contrast, are easy to maintain, but are paid and in some cases are difficult to implement and maintain [5]. The main task will be to create an approach that will be easy to develop and support, will not require special means of maintenance, and will also not have a high cost. It is also worth considering scalability, fault tolerance and the ability to withstand high loads. In addition, it is worth considering that the world of web development is growing extremely fast, and any lack of approach to system design may simply disappear over time.
3 Concepts of Backendless Architecture

In this section, we will consider a solution developed based on previously discussed methods and approaches to design of web systems.

The architecture, called backendless (or DADO, Direct Approach to Data Obtaining) [21-23], is based, as you might guess from the name, based on the complete removal of the server side as an intermediary between the client and the data (database, Redis cache, blob storage) or other data sources. This achieves several effects at once: firstly, the development speed increases markedly, since the development and support of the server side are completely removed from the development cycle. Secondly, productivity is growing: the server, as an additional layer between the client and the data, delays the execution of each request and, therefore, slows down the operation of the whole system.

To implement this approach, a TypeScript language framework was developed that will deal with all queries to the database using a special API, which is very similar to the ordinal JavaScript code that many developers not acquainted with database technologies are used to (Fig. 2).

```typescript
const backendless = new BackendlessService();
const request = backendless.withDb('127.0.0.1', 'test');
const users = request.withCollection<User>('users')
    .getValues();

users = users.filter(user => user.age >= 18);
this.users = await request.execute<User[]>(users);
```

The above code performs a backendless request to the local database named ‘test’ and gets all users that are 18 y.o. or older. In the end, developer executes the query that can be any long.

In the center of backendless are the so-called backendless requests, which are made from the client application (Angular, Reactjs, Vuejs) and go directly to the data source (this work takes as a basis work with the database). Thus, the business logic, unique to the server, is divided into a client and a database management system. This leads to an increase in the role of stored procedures or similar structures for a database. A side effect may be an increase in the size of the client application due to the removal of some part of the business logic there.

Summarizing, the advantages of this approach over those considered earlier are as follows:

1. Accelerate development - removing from the development cycle such a large part as the server leads to a significant acceleration of the entire development;
2. Reducing the cost of the project - all the approaches discussed earlier have their own costs for servicing the machines that run the server subsystem. backendless, in turn, is not only a completely free approach, it can also help save money by speeding up development and the absence of the need for a large number of developers to implement it;

3. Increased productivity - as mentioned earlier, removing the server from the data stream will significantly speed up the system as a whole;

4. Simplification of development and support - the absence of a server should facilitate development, since there will be no need for complex system design.

However, there are drawbacks to the approach:

1. The need for a separate client subsystem - such a subsystem can be an application that uses client rendering (Fig. 3) [24], such as Angular or ReactJS. Its essence lies in the fact that navigation on the site and other changes on the pages are made entirely on the client side, and all server requests are AJAX requests. As opposed to client rendering, there is server rendering (Fig. 4) [25];

---

**Fig. 3. Scheme of client rendering [3]**
2. Putting business logic on the client side - the principle of separation of responsibilities states that each class or component should be responsible for only one function or be strictly separated from the rest logically. The client-server model fully fulfills this requirement, where the client is responsible for displaying data, and the server is responsible for receiving and processing it. However, in some cases, this principle can be neglected, since usually the concepts of business logic are rather vague, and the display of data in a certain way can also be considered business logic. A more significant flaw in bringing logic to the client is to increase the size of the client application, which may be unacceptable for certain users who, for example, have weak Internet. In this case, the competent design of the client subsystem comes to the fore.

![SSR](image)

**Fig. 4.** Scheme of server rendering [3]

This paper examines the backendless architecture for working with the MongoDB database as part of a DADO approach to data access. The following is a comparative analysis of each of the considered architectures with backendless (Table 1). Table 1 shows qualitative comparisons of architectures by criteria, since these estimates are difficult to quantify, because much depends on the project. This simplifies the evaluation process, and also avoids linking the assessment to specific project decisions. So, for example, it is quite difficult to quantify architectures by criterion “Speed of development”, because projects can be different in scale, number of developers, their level, etc. Therefore, the estimates in this table are generalized.
Table 1. Comparative analysis of each of the considered architectures with backendless

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architectures</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Easy to development</th>
<th>Level of maintenance</th>
<th>Level of support</th>
<th>Speed of development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monolithic architecture</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layered architecture</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microservice architecture</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serverless architecture</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaaS architecture</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backendless architecture</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architectures</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Flexibility to change technical requirements</th>
<th>Development price</th>
<th>Development prospects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monolithic architecture</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layered architecture</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microservice architecture</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serverless architecture</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaaS architecture</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backendless architecture</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summing up, backendless architecture can be useful for startups, where often budget expenses can be more important than system memory costs. Also, for small or educational projects that do not have much coverage. Due to its weak development, backendless will not be able to withstand heavy loads or provide large projects with all the necessary functionality (statistics, caching, etc.).

4 Conclusions

This work presented such principles of designing web systems as monolithic architecture, multi-layer architecture, microservice architecture, serverless architecture and BaaS technology. The strengths and weaknesses of each of them were analyzed, use cases were deduced. It was also analyzed what reasons can stop developers from using one or another approach.

As a result, a new approach to the development and design of web systems was developed, which was called the backendless architecture, or the DADO approach, which says about the complete rejection of the intermediate steps in working with data, which speeds up the application, makes it easier and less confusing to overall, and also allows developers to manipulate the database directly, without using specialized query languages.
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